
Sooner 
Safer 
Happier

Value Outcome Lead (VOL)
Accountable for delivering business and customer value/OKRs at multiple levels of detail.

Team Outcome Lead (TOL)
Accountable for leading the delivery teams and optimising for resilience, flow, safety, engagement.

Due to <fewer branch visits
and online only competitors>

We believe that <piloting
online ID verification>
Will result in <delighting out
customers and maintaining
our market share>

KR1: Increase <app downloads>
from 1k to 2k pw
KR2: Increase <online
applications> from 50 to 100 pw
KR3: Decrease <time to open
account> from 3d to 5m 

KR4: Increase <NPS> from
+25 to +35
KR5: Increase <market share>
from 55% to 65%
 by end of following quarter

Key Results 
(Impact Metrics)

Who is the customer?
or customer segment

What behavioural changes do
you expect?

Lagging measures of value 
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Problem statement, Insight, Drivers Outcome Hypothesis 
(Data -> Insight -> Belief -> Bet) 

Due to <this insight, feedback or belief> We believe that <this capability>
Will result in <this outcome>
We’ll know we’re on the right track when..

Leading Indicators of performance
that may predict future success

Key Results 
(Leading Indicators)

Increased online
transactions

e.g. Young people,
Young professionals

First time home
buyers, Rural

unbanked
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